
4.  Rockabye baby: 

To be sung at a slow tempo and a comfortable pitch. 

A.  Music Theory:    

1. Notation:  dotted notes - both dotted quavers / eighth notes, and dotted 
crotchets / quarter notes. 

• page 41 - dotted notes 

Get the younger student to point out a quaver / eighth note and semiquaver / 16th 
note. 

• page 33 - shorter notes   
• pages 31, 34, 35 & 47 - testing their knowledge of beaming in relation to the 

up stems (3 times) and the down stems (once)  
• pages 42 & 71 - quizzes 

2. Time signature:  6/8 time indicates there are 6 quavers / eighth notes in each bar 
- or the equivalent in other note and rest values. 

The time is ‘compound duple’ - there are 2 dotted crotchets per bar. 
• pages 202 & 203 - compound time and 6/8 in particular  
• page 207 - quiz  

3. Notation within 6/8 time:  See how the beaming is restricted to each dotted 
crotchet / quarter note beat.  In bars 3 and 4 three quavers are beamed together, 
whereas in simple time it would normally be two or four.  

4. Intervals:  count the letter named notes (alphabetically as they ascend) from the 
lowest note to the highest - the range is a 6th. 

• page 132 - numbering an interval 
• page 148 - working out a Minor 6th    

It is interesting that the range is between the 7th degree of the scale (just under 
the tonic) and the 5th (above the tonic). 

• page 80 - the degrees of the scale 

5. Key signature:  There is one sharp (F) in the key signature.  This song is in G 
Major. 

• page 102 - for the Major scales interactive  



B.  Compositional elements: 

• Much of the movement is by step (2nds) which creates a mood of calm for the 
listener. 

• page 141 & 147 - Major and Minor 2nds 

• The 6/8 time signature gives the song a gently rocking feel, making it ideal for a 
lullaby and also very appropriate for the words.  

• ‘Lilting’ is a word that may be liked by exam boards when describing a piece such 
as this in an aural test.  You could equally well describe it as ‘rocking’ (see above). 

   
• The rocking from side to side is even and regular because each half of the bar has 

the same amount of time in it - imagine if this were not the case…  
• page 211 - contrasts the song in 6/8 and a version in irregular 5/8 which 

sounds strange 

• The second phrase ends on the subdominant (4th degree of the scale), which is 
not a ‘home’ note, and so the listener is left ‘in mid-air’, sensing that the melody is 
unfinished.  The conclusion comes when the 4th and final bar of the tune finishes 
on the tonic - this is the ultimate ‘home’ note.  

• pages 100 to 101 - technical names for the degrees of the scale   

• The notes just before the final tonic also serve to press home the sense of key  - 
the degrees of the scale here are 2-1-7-1 in this order.  To finish a melody with 2-1 
or 7-1 is quite common; some other strong endings are 3-2-1, 1-7-1 and also 2-7-1. 

• page 80 - the degrees of the scale  

• Interestingly none of the four bars of music is identical to another in either pitch or 
rhythm.  

• Bars 2 and 4 end with the longest notes in the tune - indicating that the phrase is 
ending and allowing the listener to relax a little while the singer has time to take a 
breath. 




C.  Musicianship: 

This is a good piece to study when a singing student is approaching the Grade 4 sight 
singing test, which requires an understanding of 6/8 time.   

• Clap the two beats in each bar as you either sing the tune or say the words in 
rhythm.  

• page 211 - fig 5.61 shows the beat in both number and colour form  

• Clap the rhythm stressing the first beat of each bar.  

• Clap the rhythm saying 1 on each first beat and 2 on each second beat.  

• Work out where each quaver / eighth note would sit in relation to the words, noting 
that on two occasions it will sit between two syllables:  ‘Rock-a’ and ‘on the’.   

• Clap the 6 quavers / eighth notes in each bar as you either sing the tune or say the 
words. 

• Try singing this in a round - why does it not work at all, no matter where the second 
voice tries to begin? 

• Say the letter-names of just the first and 4th quavers / eighth notes of each bar.  
Ask the student what relationship these syllables have with the beat. 

• Ask the student to say the degrees of the scale as they occur - first out of time and 
then if confident, in the correct rhythm (ie. 1-2-1-3-3-2-3-2-4 etc). 

• They could also sing the degree numbers at the correct pitch both out of time and 
in rhythm, and to make it harder you could ask them to clap along either on the 
first, or on the second beat of each bar only.  

• Transposition exercise… sing the letter names of the notes slowly at pitch and in 
rhythm, and for the advanced student have them imagine they will now sing this in 
F Major and get them to tell you which letter named notes they would use (in the 
correct order) instead of the ones given.  If they are confident and fluent with this 
get them to sing the new letter names (in F Major), as they read the music in G 
Major.  An instrumentalist could play the new pitch instead.  



D.  Broadening ideas: 

Topics for discussion: 

• What dynamic might a lullaby be sung or played at and why. 

• What sort of articulation might be used and why.  

• What tempo might be chosen and why. 

• Find some other lullabies and see how similar they might be to this one in range, 
metre, rhythm and so on. 

Note well… 
Remember to search for supplementary songs and audio and visual files you may 
wish to use, in advance of any lesson, so you can make sure that any content is both 
suitable and appropriate.   
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